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Abstract

Wind-induced waves play an important role in shallow lake

hydro- and sediment dynamics. But most of the field measure-

ment methods can give information about the wave properties

only at single point, which calls for wave estimation methods to

take the effect of waves into account in multidimensional hydro-

and sediment dynamic models. The aim of this study is to im-

prove modelling waves in depth- and fetch-limited lakes gener-

ated by the local winds.

In the first part of this paper, we describe the calibration

and validation of the 2D spectral wave model SWAN (Simulat-

ing Waves Nearshore) to the very shallow Lake Neusiedl, Hun-

gary/Austria.

The abrupt change of the roughness at the perimeter of the

open lake and the gradual change along the fetch due to wave

growth result in a systematic, fetch-dependent variation of the

wind speed. This spatial inhomogeneity is modelled here by

a 1D atmospheric internal boundary layer (IBL) model. It is

shown in the second part of this paper that this approach re-

sults in a significant effect on wave parameters and, as a conse-

quence, on bottom shear stress.
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1 Introduction

Wind-induced surface waves and the consequent periodic mo-

tion of the water column are known to play an important role in

shallow lakes hydro- and sediment dynamics, e.g. in bed ma-

terial stirring-up or wave loading on beach protection works.

Field measurements and their detailed analysis are still essential

to obtain a more realistic insight into wave features in shallow

conditions. However, most of the field measurement methods

can give information about the wave properties only at single

point, which is usually not enough for spatial characterisation.

For the spatial extension of the description of the hydrodynamic

state (including the wave field) a choice is to apply some ana-

lytical/empirical estimation formulae or numerical models. In

fact, numerical models are widely used to investigate the hy-

drodynamic processes in lakes (see e.g. [25], and even in such

complex conditions as river confluences [3]. By means of wave

estimation formulas or numerical models it becomes then, pos-

sible to extend our knowledge also about the wave properties to

the whole investigated lake. Before using any estimation method

it must be checked that it can reproduce the measured wave data

sufficiently well. As to semi-analytical approaches, the Shore

Protection Manual (SPM) contains widely used formulas for the

estimation of significant wave height and average wave period

in shallow water (CERC, 1984). In spite of their simplicity these

formulas showed decent agreement with measurements e.g. in

Lake Balaton [28].As to numerical modelling tools, we will fo-

cus on SWAN (standing for Simulating Waves Nearshore) which

is a 2D spectral wave model developed for the simulation of

wind generated waves from the nearshore to the surf-zone [5].

and [33].

The aim of this study is to improve modelling waves in shal-

low, fetch-limited lakes generated by the local winds.

In the first part the implementation, calibration and validation

of the SWAN model for Lake Neusiedl is described. Model re-

sults are compared with not just measured data but also with the

results obtained by the SPM formulas.

In a typical lake environment, surface properties change

abruptly as the wind transits land, emerging vegetation and open

water. The abrupt variation of the roughness at the land-water
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and reed-water interfaces results in an inhomogeneous, fetch-

dependent wind speed distribution over the lake even in steady-

state conditions. In such conditions, the spatial inhomogeneity

of the wind speed can be modelled by an atmospheric internal

boundary layer (IBL) model [21]. In the second part of this pa-

per it is shown that this inhomogeneity of the wind field has

significant effect on wave properties. In shallow lakes the shear

stress on the lake bottom, which is mainly caused by the surface

waves, plays a determining role in sediment dynamics, as a con-

sequence the variability of the wind field is transferred into the

distribution of the bottom shear stress.

2 Study area and field data

A particular feature of Lake Neusiedl is its huge littoral reed

belt (indicated in gray in Fig. 1), with large reed patches also

also away from the belt. Though the water exchange, silta-

tion and wave attenuation processes are very important in the

reed zones, the first investigations focused on the off shore areas

where it is simpler to deploy hydrometric instruments. In the

lake two wave measurement campaigns longer than one week

were conducted near Illmitz, Austria in 2005.

Fig. 1. Measurement location near Illmitz, in Lake Neusiedl shown with a

thick arrow

In these campaigns a standard wave pressure gauge was used

placed directly on the lake bottom thanks to a custom-made

rack. The depth of the lake at the measurement site was as small

as 1.0-1.1 m, thus the sensor head was 0.60 m below the mean

water surface. Wave data were collected using 5-min bursts with

8 Hz sampling rate, triggered every 30 min (Figs. 3 and 4).

Based on the linear wave theory the wave spectra were recon-

structed from the measured pressure data and two wave parame-

ters were derived from moments of these spectra (WMO, 1998):

Hm0 = 4
√

m0 (1)

Tm01 = m0/m1 (2)

with Hm0 = significant wave height; Tm01 = wave period corre-

sponding to the mean frequency of the spectrum; m0 and m1 =

zero-order and first-order moments of the wave spectrum.

Besides water pressure, wind speed and direction were also

measured at the same location at 3.3-3.5 m above the surface at

half-a-minute sampling interval (Fig. 3 and 4). The measure-

ment location was chosen to provide more than 4–5 km fetches

for the prevailing N-NW wind directions.

As is known, the standard wind measurement height is at 10 m

above the surface. Wave estimation formulas and also the ap-

plied 2D numerical wave model expect wind speed at this lo-

cation as input data. The wind friction velocity, which charac-

terises in the energy transfer processes between the wind and the

waves, can be calculated with the following equation:

w2
∗ = CDw2

10, (3)

with w∗= wind friction velocity; w10 = wind speed at 10 m

height; CD = drag coefficient, which we specify CD according to

Wu (1982). In a neutral atmospheric surface layer, the horizontal

wind speed is traditionally expressed as a logarithmic function

of height:

wz =
w∗

κ
ln

z

z0

, (4)

with wz = horizontal wind speed at height z above the sur-

face; κ ≈ 0.4 = von Kármán’s constant; z0 = surface roughness

length. In a typical lake environment, surface properties change

abruptly on the way blowing across land, emerging vegetation

and open water. This abrupt variation has an immediate effect on

the air flow near the surface, and the disturbance then propagates

upwards on the leeside with turbulent diffusion, giving rise to an

internal boundary layer. Besides the abrupt variation of z0 at the

land-reed-water interfaces, z0 also varies smoothly over the open

lake due to the variable waviness of the water surface. The above

mentioned spatial inhomogeneity of wz and w∗ is modelled by an

atmospheric internal boundary layer (IBL) model, which results

in a fetch-dependent wind velocity and friction velocity distri-

bution over the lake even in uniform overland wind conditions.

Based on this model wind speed can be transformed within the

surface layer for example from the shore to the open water or

the other way around, and between two heights at any point.

The validity of this estimation method was proved with field

measurements in Lake Neusiedl [21]. In our applications, the

measured wind data were transformed from the measurement

height (3.3-3.5 m) to 10 m, the standard anemometer height. In

the remaining part of this paper w will indicate wind speed at 10

m above the surface.

The most important difference between the two measurement

periods in July and October was the direction of the strongest
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Fig. 2. Wind direction (dashed line), energy (solid line) and power (dash-

dotted line) diagrams for the two measurement campaigns in July (a) and Octo-

ber (b) 2005

winds: it was NW during the first period in July and N during

the second period in October (Fig. 2a and b). This difference is

favourable as it allows a validation to various wind exposures.

3 Wave estimation formulas of the Shore Protection

Manual (SPM)

In this approach we use formulas for the estimation of sig-

nificant wave height and average wave period using only the

local wind speed, fetch and water depth as input data, usually

all available. An advantage is that a huge computational effort is

not needed compared to the 2D numerical model. The formulas

for the significant wave height and average wave period given

by the Shore Protection Manual (CERC, 1984) are as follows:

Hs =0.283
w2

g
tanh

0.530

(
gh

w2

)0.75


× tanh

 0.00565
(

gF

w2

)0.5

tanh

(
0.530

(
gh

w2

)0.75
)
 ,

(5)

Ta = 7.54
w

g
tanh

0.833

(
gh

w2

)0.375


× tanh

 0.0379
(

gF

w2

)0.333

tanh

(
0.833

(
gh

w2

)0.375
)
 ,

(6)

with Hs = significant wave height; Ta = average wave period;

w = wind speed; h = local water depth; F = fetch; g = acceler-

ation due to gravity. As their validation in shallow lakes, these

formulas were used in Lake Balaton with reasonable agreement

with measurements (Krámer and Peltoniemi, 2006). Thanks

to its complexity we expect the SWAN model to represent the

temporal dynamics significantly more accurately than a steady-

state regression method, so we compare the modelled bulk wave

properties not only to the measured data but also to the esti-

mation by the SPM formulas (Fig. 3 and 4). This procedure is

described in chapter 6.

4 The SWAN model

The SWAN model (version 40.81, [5]and [33]) is a so-called

third generation spectral wave model. It was developed for the

simulation of wind generated waves from the nearshore to the

surf-zone, but it was also used in deep lakes like Lake Erie

(Moeini and Etemad-Shahidi, 2009) and shallow lakes like Lake

Okeechobee [20] or shallow bays like the Chesapeake Bay [27]

and the Kündema Bay [1] this model, focusing on the processes

with high relevance in shallow water conditions typical to Lake

Neusiedl based on its scientific and technical documentation

(SWAN team, 2010).

Because the irregular nature of wind causes irregularity in the

wave heights and periods, instead of a deterministic approach

the variance or the energy density spectrum can be used to de-

scribe the sea state. To be precise, the energy density is not

conserved in the presence of currents, so SWAN considers the

action density rather than the energy density. The relation be-

tween the two is written as

N( f , θ) = E( f , θ)/ f (7)

where N( f , θ) and E( f , θ) = action density and energy density of

the wave component with f relative frequency (as observed in

a frame of reference moving with current velocity), and θ wave

direction (the direction normal to the wave crest of each spec-

tral component). In the SWAN wave model, the evolution of

the wave spectrum at position (x, y) and time (t) is described by

the spectral action balance equation, which for Cartesian coor-

dinates is

∂N

∂t
+
∂cxN

∂x
+
∂cyN

∂y
+
∂c f N

∂ f
+
∂cθN

∂θ
=

S

f
, (8)

with cx and cy = propagation speed in geographical space; c f

and cθ = propagation speed in spectral space. The first term

in the left-hand side of this equation represents the local rate

of change of action density in time. The other four terms on

that side represent propagation of action density in geographi-

cal and spectral space. Shifting of the relative frequency due
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Fig. 3. From top to bottom: Measured wind data (wind stick plot, wind

speed and direction), fetch, measured (dots) and estimated Hm0 and Tm01 (SPM

dashed line, SWAN solid line) for a 6-day-long characteristic interval of the

campaign in July 2005

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3, for the data observed in October 2005

to variations in depths and currents, depth-induced and current-

induced refraction, propagation in directional space and direc-

tional spreading are represented by the fourth and fifth term.

The term S = S ( f , θ) on the right hand side of the action balance
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equation is the sum of source terms representing the linear and

exponential growth by wind, dissipation due to whitecapping

and bottom friction, depth-induced wave breaking and energy

transfer due to quadruplet and triad wave-wave interaction.

Transfer of wind energy to the waves is described in SWAN

with the resonance mechanism of Phillips (1957) and the feed-

back mechanism of Miles (1957). The source term for these

mechanisms is a combination of linear and exponential terms as

follows:

S in ( f , θ) = A + BE ( f , θ) . (9)

The expression for B,

B = β
ρa

ρw

(
w∗

cph

)2

max [0, cos (θ − θw)]2 f , (10)

is due to Janssen (1991) and it accounts explicitly for the in-

teraction between wind and waves by considering atmospheric

boundary layer effects and the roughness length of the water sur-

face. The new variables are β = Miles constant; ρaand ρw= den-

sity of air and water, respectively; cph = wave phase speed; θw=

the wind direction. This option is similar to the one in WAM

Cycle 4 [23] The expression for linear growth term A, as de-

scribed by [6], is also included to initiate wave action from a

zero-energy state, but it is negligible except at the beginning of

the wave generation.

The whitecapping source term is derived from the model of

Hasselmann (1974), which considers whitecaps as randomly

distributed pressure pulses:

S ds,w ( f , θ) = −Γ f̃
k

k̃
E ( f , θ) , (11)

with f̃ and k̃= mean frequency and wave number; Γ= a co-

efficient that depends on the overall wave steepness s̃. This

steepness-dependent coefficient, as given by WAMDI group

(1988), was adapted by Günter et al. (1992) based on Janssen

(1991):

Γ = Cds

(
(1 − δ) + δ

k

k̃

) (
s̃

s̃PM

)p

, (12)

with Cds, δ and p= tuneable parameters, s̃= the overall wave

steepness, s̃PM= the value of s̃for the Pierson-Moskowitz spec-

trum (1964): s̃PM =
√

3.02 × 10−3. The default values of the

tuneable parameters are Cds = 4.1×10−5, δ = 0.5 and p = 4. In

the input file describing the parameters of the simulation for the

model C′
ds

= Cds/s̃PM is given instead of Cds, with a default

value of 4.5. Composite scaled sensitivities (Hill, 1998) show

that Hm0 and Tm01 are sensitive to C′
ds

and δ but not to p (Ta-

ble 1).

Tab. 1. Composite scaled sensitivity of Hm0 and Tm01 to parameters C′
ds

, δ,

p and kn

C′
ds

δ p kn

Hm0 0.059 0.017 < 0.001 0.006

Tm01 0.084 0.123 0.020 0.022

Higher C′
ds

values increase energy dissipation, reducing Hm0

and (less strongly) Tm01 as a result (Fig. 5). The effect is more

pronounced above Hm0 = 0.15 m. The bulk parameters Hm0 and

Tm01 are also found sensitive to an increase, but less to a reduc-

tion of δ (Fig. 6). Perturbing δ changes Hm0 with the opposite

sign and Tm01 with the same sign.

The process of wave energy dissipation at the lakebed can be

estimated based on the empirical JONSWAP form [16], the drag

law model of Collins (1972) [8] or the eddy-viscosity model

of Madsen et al. (1988) [28]. All the three methods use the

following equation:

S ds,b ( f , θ) = −Cb

f 2

g2 sinh2 kh
E ( f , θ) , (13)

with Cb = bottom friction coefficient; h = water depth. The dif-

ference is in the estimation of the Cb bottom friction coefficient.

In the model by Madsen et al. the bottom friction coefficient

depends on the bottom roughness height kn and the actual wave

conditions. Hm0 and Tm01 are sensitive to kn only at higher waves

because for lower waves there is at most a weak or no interaction

between the waves and the lake bottom (Fig. 7).

The shape and evolution of a wind wave spectrum are largely

controlled by nonlinear interactions, which transfer energy be-

tween frequency ranges. In deep water, quadruplet wave-wave

interactions dominate the evolution of the spectrum. They trans-

fer wave energy from the spectral peak to lower frequencies

(thus moving the peak frequency to lower values) and to higher

frequencies (where the energy is dissipated by whitecapping).

Computing this term for typical model applications is conducted

by a discrete interaction approximation [16] for the four-wave

interaction within the SWAN model.

In very shallow waters, triad wave-wave interactions transfer

energy from lower frequencies to higher frequencies, often re-

sulting in higher harmonics. A parameterization of this effect is

included in SWAN using the lumped triad approximation [11].

The triad term becomes significant only for depths which are

very small relative to wave height and wave length.

When waves propagate towards the shore, shoaling leads to

an increase in wave height. When the ratio of wave height over

water depth exceeds a certain limit, waves start to break. The

energy dissipation due to the depth-induced breaking is treated

by the Eldeberky and Battjes (1996) spectral formulation for

random waves and is based on the bore model of Battjes and

Janssen (1978). It has a significant effect on wave properties

only nearshore.

The action balance equation (8) is solved in SWAN with the

finite difference method. A rectangular computational grid was

used in our investigation with constant cell size ∆x and ∆y in the

x- and y-direction, respectively. The spectral space is divided

into elementary bins with a constant directional resolution ∆θ

and a constant relative frequency resolution ∆ f / f (resulting in a

logarithmic frequency distribution). Details about the numerical

approaches are given in the SWAN user manual (SWAN team,
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Fig. 5. Scatter diagram of Hm0 (a) and Tm01 (b) for different C′
ds

values. The dashed diagonal represents an exact match, i.e. no sensitivity

Fig. 6. Scatter diagram of Hm0 (a) and Tm01 (b) for different δ values. The dashed diagonal represents an exact match

Fig. 7. Scatter diagram of Hm0 (a) and Tm01 (b) for different kn values. The dashed diagonal represents an exact match

2010).

Boundary conditions in geographical and spectral space are

also needed to solve the action balance equation (8). In geo-

graphical space the boundaries of the computational grid can be

land or water. The land does not generate waves and in SWAN it

absorbs all incoming wave energy. In the case of a water bound-

ary the incoming wave components are imposed and the waves

can leave the model freely across that boundary. The bound-

aries in frequency space are fully absorbing at the lowest and

the highest discrete frequency. When the directional space is a

closed circle, no boundary conditions are needed for any direc-

tion.

In case of non-stationary computations the default initial

spectra are computed from the local wind velocities using the
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deep-water growth curve of Kahma and Calkoen (1992) [22], cut

off at values of the significant wave height and peak frequency

from Pierson and Moskowitz (1964) [32]. The initial shape of

the spectrum is the classical JONSWAP [16] with a cos2(θ) di-

rectional distribution centred around the local wind direction.

Using these equilibrium initial conditions renders the effect of

the linear term of the wave generation negligible at startup.

5 Model setup

All the described source term components were activated in

our investigation although not all of them have direct effect on

the results at the measurement point. Wave-current interaction

was not considered. When setting the spatial resolution of the

grid to 100 m, we considered the nonlinearity in the governing

equations, the variability of the wind field and the complexity of

the lake morphology. We also analysed the effect of discretisa-

tion in the frequency space, directional space and for the time.

Based on these analyses the 2D spectrum in each geographical

point was described in 16 directions, at 42 discrete frequencies

between 0.1 Hz and 5.0 Hz. The applied time step was 0.5 min.

The 2D wave model was built based on the bathymetry survey

(Fig. 8) of Bácsatyai et al. (1997) [2]. Only the larger north-

ern part of the lake was incorporated in the model because we

considered the interaction with waves in the smaller southern

basins negligible. The water level was determined to reproduce

the depth at the measurement point.

Fig. 8. The distribution of the mean water depth in the northern basin during

the two measurement periods

6 Calibration and validation

We used the measurements in October for the calibration and

the measurements in July for the validation of the model. For the

evaluation of the model we compared the measured and mod-

elled wave parameters and spectra as well. For the quantitative

evaluation of the model performance the bias parameter, root-

mean-square error, scatter index and correlation coefficient have

been used:

BIAS =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(S i − Oi), (14)

RMS =

√√√
1

N

N∑
i=1

(S i − Oi)
2 (15)

SI =
RMS

1
N

N∑
i=1

Oi

· 100, (16)

R2 =


N∑

i=1

(
S i − S

) (
Oi − O

)
N · sS · sO


2

(17)

with BIAS = bias parameter; RMS = root-mean-square error;

SI = scatter index; R2 = correlation coefficient; N = the number

of data; Oi = the measured value; S i = the predicted value; Ōi

and S̄ = mean values; sO and sS = standard deviation of the

measured and predicted data.

The adopted parameters based on the calibration for the

whitecapping are C′
ds

= 6.5 (Cds = 5.92×10−5); δ = 1.0; p = 4

and for the bottom friction kn = 0.001 m. The scatter plot of the

model-data comparison for Hm0 is shown for SPM in Fig. 9a and

for SWAN in Fig. 9b.

In October SWAN gives better estimation for Hm0 than SPM.

The bias of Hm0 estimated by SWAN is almost zero but SPM

results are rather overestimated. The root-mean-square error of

SWAN is smaller than that of SPM although both are in an ac-

ceptable range. The correlation coefficient values are rather high

and similar to each other showing that the results of both models

are well correlated with the measuredHm0. The scatter index of

SPM is almost the double.

The scatter plot of the model-data comparison for Tm01 is

shown for SPM in Fig. 10a and for SWAN in Fig. 10b. The

SWAN model predicted Tm01 more precisely than the SPM for-

mula. The SPM formulas tend to overestimate Tm01 while the

estimation of SWAN is largely unbiased. All error indica-

tors demonstrate the superiority of the SWAN model, but the

results of both models are actually well correlated with the

measuredTm01.

Two representative wave spectra are shown in Fig. 11. One

spectrum was chosen to represents wave states with higher Hm0

(Fig. 11a and b) and one spectrum was chosen to represents

wave states with lower Hm0 (Fig. 11c and d). Both time instants

were chosen to be preceded by more or less constant wind condi-

tions: the average wind speed was 12 m/s with N-NE direction

and 4 m/s with N direction during the preceding hours. Mea-

sured wave spectra were smoothed with a 0.16 Hz wide moving

average to be comparable with modelled wave spectra.

Turbulence and measurement errors are present in the whole

measured spectrum but they are negligible except at higher fre-

quencies. To reduce errors in the calculated wave parameters
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Fig. 9. Scatter diagram of wave height for the calibration period. The dashed diagonal represents an exact match

Fig. 10. Scatter diagram of wave period for the calibration period. The dashed diagonal represents an exact match

Fig. 11. Raw (circles) as well as filtered (solid line) measured and modelled

energy density spectra (dashed line) at 12:00 on 17 October (plots a and b) and

12:00 on 14 October (c and d), 2005

tails of the measured wave spectra were replaced with a power

function [18] The shape of the measured and modelled wave

spectra is similar, which reflects why the Tm01 estimation was

found statistically quite good. The higher Hm0 values are rather

overestimated (Fig. 4 and 9) while the lower Hm0 values are un-

derestimated in the first half of the calibration period (Fig. 4 and

9) and overestimated in the second half of the calibration pe-

riod. By definition fm01 ≡ 1/Tm01designates the frequency of

the centroid of the wave spectrum; this mean frequency (shown

with dots in Fig. 12) is consistently higher than the peak fre-

quency due to the asymmetry of the spectra.

To check the calibration the measurements in July were used
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Fig. 12. Time series of the filtered measured (a) and modelled (b) energy

density spectra for the same period as in Fig. 4. Contour levels are distributed

exponentially from 0.0001to 0.02 m2/Hz. Dots represent the mean frequency

fm01

for the validation of the SWAN model. The scatter plot of the

model-data comparison for Hm0 is shown for SPM in Fig. 13a

and for SWAN in Fig. 13b.

Considering the whole validation period in July, SPM gives

a lower RMS error for Hm0 than SWAN, but highest Hm0 val-

ues are estimated more accurately by SWAN. While in October

both methods overestimated Hm0, in July both underestimate it.

The difference is minor between the root-mean-square error and

the scatter index of SWAN and SPM. Lastly, the two models

are well correlated with the measuredHm0, which is in a similar

range as in the calibration period.

The scatter plot of the model-data comparison for Tm01 is

shown for SPM in Fig. 14a and for SWAN in Fig. 14b. The

SWAN model predicts Tm01 more precisely than the SPM for-

mula, similarly to the calibration period. The SPM formula

overestimates Tm01 while the estimation of SWAN is unbiased.

There are still large differences in the error parameters between

SPM and SWAN, but the ratio is ∼1.5 only instead of ∼2 for the

calibration dataset.

Neither estimate is especially well correlated with the mea-

sured Tm01, though the R2 coefficients would improve if more

records were classified outliers and were excluded.

Measured and modelled wave spectra (Fig. 15) agree better

than in the calibration period. Again, both wave states are pre-

ceded with more or less constant wind conditions with NW di-

rection and 12 m/s and 6 m/s average speed. The magnitude of

the modelled spectral energy is smaller than the measured one

during the whole validation period (Fig. 3 and 16), causing Hm0

to be underestimated during the whole calibration period.

Fig. 17 shows an example of the distribution of the three main

wave parameters at 8:30 on 17 October. The wind speed was

higher than 10 m/s in the preceding two and half hours with an

almost N-NW direction. The results are determined by the fetch

and water depth conditions in major part of the lake.

7 Internal boundary layer model

As described above, the abrupt change of roughness at

the land-water and reed-water interface causes fetch-dependent

wind speed distribution over the lake even in uniform overland

wind conditions. This inhomogeneity can be described by an

algebraic IBL model. It was shown that this IBL-based wind

variability has significant effect on hydrodynamic processes in

shallow lakes and it was taken into account in the hydrodynamic

modelling of Lake Neusiedl [25]. The effect of IBL-based wind

variability on wave properties was investigated by van Vledder

(1999) [35], who concluded that this effect is not significant as it

remains in the order of 5 %. Those investigations were made in

conditions deeper than in Lake Neusiedl. The effect of tempera-

ture differences between the air and water were also investigated

while in this paper the surface boundary layer was considered

neutral. To see if there is also a significant effect of the wind

field variability on the wave properties, four model runs were

performed in a 1.5 m deep, 10 km × 10 km large test basin. The

first one (‘const10’) was made with spatially uniform 10 m/s

wind speed; the second one (‘IBL1’) was made with an IBL-

based wind speed distribution fitted to 10 m/s at the downwind

shore; the third one (‘IBL2’) was made with an IBL-based wind

speed distribution fitted to 10 m/s at the upwind shore and the

fourth one (‘const12.65’) was made with uniform wind speed

equal to the fetch-average of ‘IBL2’, w = 12.65 m/s. The last

model run was defined to find out if the wave field obtained with

an IBL-based wind profile can be reproduced using a uniform

wind averaging that analytical profile. The longitudinal profiles

of the four wind inputs and the resulting bulk wave parameters

are shown in Fig. 18.

First of all, at these fetch-limited dimensions the wind speed

is seen to depart by as much as ±30 % from its base value of

10 m/s according to the IBL theory (Fig. 18a). This indicates in

advance that the distribution of waves will be affected. Indeed,

differences between Hm0, Tm01 and L calculated with the various
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Fig. 13. Scatter diagram of wave height for the validation period. The dashed diagonal represents an exact match

Fig. 14. Scatter diagram of wave period (c-d) for the validation period. The dashed diagonal represents an exact match

Fig. 15. Raw (circles) as well as filtered (solid line) measured and modelled

energy density spectra (dashed line) at 13:48 on 5 July (a-b) and at 15:48 on 8

July (c-d), 2005

wind profiles are in the range 10–15 cm, 0.7 s and 1.0–1.5 m,

respectively. The SPM formulas (5) and (6) also reflect that Hm0

scales with w2 and Tm01 scales with w, roughly. Thus differences

in the wind profile are more accentuated for the wave height than

for the wave period. Following the same argument, defining the

profile ‘const12.65’ as the arithmetic mean of ‘IBL2’ succeeds

in equating Tm01 at longer fetches but not Hm0. Instead, a root-

mean-square averaging would be probably more adequate for

the wave height, though we did not analyse averaging methods

any further.

In general both the total wind energy input and its local values

differ between the model variants and these differences affect

waves simultaneously. As the relative difference of the wind is

greatest at shorter fetches, the relative difference of bulk wave
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Fig. 16. Time series of the filtered measured (a) and modelled (b) energy

density spectra for the same period as in Fig. 3. Contour levels are distributed

exponentially from 0.0001 to 0.02 m2/Hz. Dots represent the mean frequency

fm01

Fig. 17. Modelled wave height, wave period and wavelength distributions at 8:30 on 17 October, 2005

Fig. 18. Profile of w (a), Hm0 (b), Tm01 (c) and L (d) along the wind-aligned

centreline of the test basin. The line types denote the different wind profile

assumptions: ‘const10’ – dash-dotted line, ‘IBL1’ – dashed line, ‘IBL2’ – solid

line and ‘const12.65’ – dotted line

parameters is also greatest near the upwind shore. Wave param-

eters estimated by simulations ‘const10’ and ‘IBL1’ converge

to the same value at long fetches. Similarly to van Vledder’s

results, the absolute difference in Hm0 between ‘const10’ and
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‘IBL2’ winds is 10 cm at the highest fetches, which is signifi-

cant relative to the 25-40 cm magnitude of Hm0. The differences

in Tm01 and L at the same place are also significant (10 and 15 %

respectively).

As it is known, in shallow water the oscillatory wave motion

generates significant shear and turbulence at the bed, which in-

teracts with the shear due to large-scale horizontal motions. This

interaction has a dominant role in sediment transport because the

resultant oscillating shear stress determines the erosion, deposi-

tion and the horizontal entrainment of sediment particles. Here

we estimate the wave-induced shear stress based on the model of

Grant and Madsen (1979) [12] with zero mean current velocity:

τwm =
1

2
fcwρu2

bm, (18)

with τwm = the maximum wave-induced shear stress during a

wave period; ubm = maximum bottom orbital velocity calculated

by linear wave theory; ρ = water density and fcw = a Darcy-

Weisbach friction coefficient. To calculate fcw, we must itera-

tively solve

1

4
√

fcw

+ log10

1

4
√

fcw

= log10

Abm

kn

− 0.17 (19)

for fully rough turbulent conditions (Rer > 3.3), and

1

4
√

4 fcw

+ log10

1

4
√

4 fcw

= log10

√
Rew

50
− 0.17 (20)

for smooth turbulent conditions (Rer ≤ 3.3) where Abm = bot-

tom excursion amplitude; kn = equivalent Nikuradze sand-grain

roughness; Rew and Rer = wave and boundary Reynolds number,

respectively:

Rew =
Abmubm

ν
, Rer =

knu∗wm

ν

where u∗wm = the maximum wave-induced shear velocity during

a wave period; ν = kinematic viscosity of water. In our inves-

tigations kn = 1 mm was used. The longitudinal profile of the

bottom shear stress calculated in such a way in the test basin is

shown in Fig. 19.

Fig. 19. Wave-induced bottom shear stress profile along the centreline of the

test basin. As before, the line types denote the different wind profile assump-

tions: ‘const10’ – dash-dotted line, ‘IBL1’ – dashed line, ‘IBL2’ – solid line and

‘const12.65’ – dotted line

Comparing to the wave properties studied earlier, the differ-

ences are higher in τwm and not obvious. The ratio of Hm0 cal-

culated with winds ‘IBL2’ and ‘const10’ is ∼1.3 but the ratio

of τwm is ∼2.1. The τwm calculated by simulation ‘IBL2’ and

‘const12.65’ are closer to each other, but the difference is sig-

nificant. Although the τwm calculated by winds ‘const10’ and

‘IBL1’ converge to the same value at high fetches, there is sig-

nificant difference between them almost along the whole profile.

To see if there is some effect on the results when the wind

is not parallel to either side of the basin, three of the previous

investigations were repeated with an oblique N-NW wind direc-

tion in a 1.5 m deep, 5 km × 10 km large basin. The distribution

of the fetch averaged on a 24˚ wide fan around the wind direc-

tion and the IBL-based wind speed over the test basin are shown

in Fig. 20.

Fig. 20. Distribution of fetch (a) and IBL-based wind speed (b) over the test

basin. Wind direction is NNW as shown in plot a

Hm0 and τwm results are shown in Fig. 21–23. The conclu-

sions are more or less similar to the ones of the previous inves-

tigation done with shore-aligned wind. The difference between

results with uniform 10 m/s wind speed and the IBL-based wind

speed fitted to 10 m/s at the upwind shore is the highest at the

long fetches. The longer the fetch, the larger the difference

(Fig. 22c-d). The highest magnitude of the difference of Hm0,

Tm01, L and τwm is about 0.10 m, 0.15 s, 0.7 m and 0.15 N/m2,

respectively, i.e., all proved significant.

This time the area-average of the IBL-based wind speed over

the lake yielded a different value as in the case of coordinate

aligned wind. This 12.4 m/s uniform wind speed produced

higher Hm0 along the upwind shore (Fig. 23c) and higher τwm

in the offshore areas (Fig. 23d).

8 Summary and conclusions

In the first part of this paper the validity of a 2D numerical

wave model in very shallow water was shown. The 2D spec-

tral wave model SWAN was implemented for the northern basin

of Lake Neusiedl whose average depth is about 1.0-1.5 m and

waves are locally generated. As a result of the calibration the

model was able to reproduce the measured wave properties with

acceptably small error. For example the root-mean-square error

of the wave height Hm0 was only 3-5 cm, the RMS error of the

wave period Tm01 was only 0.1-0.15 s. The measured and the

modelled wave spectra are in general well correlated.
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Fig. 22. Hm0 (a) and τwm (b) distribution for IBL-based wind speed fitted

to 10 m/s at the upwind shore and differences from the uniform wind speeds in

Fig. 21(c-d)

Fig. 23. Hm0 (a) and τwm (b) distribution for uniform wind speed

(w = 12.40 m/s, average of the IBL-based distribution) and differences from

the IBL-based wind speeds in Fig. 22 (c-d)

Fig. 21. Hm0 (a) and τwm (b) distribution for uniform wind speed, w = 10 m/s

As expected, it was shown that the numerical model matches

the measured Tm01 more closely that the simple, analytical es-

timates of SPM. On the other hand, the RMS error of Hm0 is

rather similar in both models, less than 1.5 cm, i.e., the nu-

merical model did not reduce the error of the SPM formula in

spite of parameter calibration and the much greater computa-

tional cost. However, the more relevant higher Hm0 values are

predicted more accurately by the numerical model, benefiting

the determination of design wave loads or exceedance of bed

shear stresses for erosion.

In the second part of this paper the effect of a more realis-

tic, spatially varying wind speed distribution on the modelled

wave properties was investigated. The spatial inhomogeneity in

the wind speed is a consequence of the variability of the surface

roughness, reasonably well approximated in fetch-limited con-

ditions by the theory of internal atmospheric boundary layers.

It was shown that all this has a significant, fetch-dependent

effect on wind and wave parameters, furthermore, this effect is

accentuated when transformed to wave-related bed stresses. In

conclusion, in fetch-limited lakes it is potentially wrong to force

a wave model uniformly with wind data directly measured over-

land or onshore, regardless of whether it is on the upwind or

downwind shore. We therefore advocate the use of microme-

teorological models for distributing the wind shear stress, and

the inclusion of offshore wind stations in field campaigns. At

larger horizontal scales, say above 20 km, meso- and synoptic

scale variations become important and atmospheric circulation

models are needed to properly account for the variability of the

wind input in wave models.
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